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Prepare to Leap: Lessons for Adulthood
Author: Theresa Piccolo
If you are a young adult on the autism spectrum or the parent of one, you have likely heard about the “cliff.” It’s that
moment when you are out of high school, not interested in college, but you know you can’t play video games all day
every day anymore. All of a sudden, you know you need to leap off that cliff and into your adult life. Are you
prepared?
Whether or not you want to, and whether or not you’re ready, you will grow up, so making sure you are ready is a
good idea. Here’s what you need:
1. Know your community resources. You have many employment supports available, including state
vocational agencies, job coaches, day support options, social and soft skills groups, vocational training, and
more. Having so many options is great, but choosing among them can be difficult, especially since there may
be eligibility requirements in order to use them.
So it’s a good idea to start early. Don’t wait until your last year of high school to know what’s available in
your community. Attend transition and resource fairs, meet with employment service providers to learn what
they have to offer, and speak with others who have gone through the process and can recommend options so
you have the information you need to choose the best match for you.
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Note to parents: Your child may need your help to learn what’s out there and make sense of it. Keep in mind
that it is important that they understand their choices and the ramifications of those choices just as much as
you do. This is their life – have them involved in the process 100 percent.

2. Learn and practice being independent. This is important to think about early. If your caregiver is doing all
the work for you, what’s going to happen when you get to a job and your caregiver is not there? How will
you manage on your own if your caregiver speaks on your behalf, coordinates everything within your
schedule, and virtually does it all for you? Learn how to navigate your life more independently now, so that
when it comes time to find and work at a job, you feel more ready. That is not to say there won’t be supports
on a job — a job coach and a supportive employment team can be put in place to help you through, but the
overall goal is for you to be independent on a job.
Seek any chance to learn, practice, and develop skills that will lead you to self-sufficiency. This can include
making your own doctor’s appointments, leading your individualized education program (IEP) and
employment support meetings, opening a bank account, responding to your emails, etc. The more you can do
on your own now, the more equipped you will be for adulthood and employment.
Note to parents: Let your child speak for themselves if they can. It’s easier said than done, because it’s
natural that you want to protect your child and give them the world, but it will benefit them, and you, if they
learn how do things for themselves early on. Allow them these opportunities.

3. Volunteer to learn soft skills. Volunteering somewhere a few hours a week while you’re in middle and high
school will give you an opportunity to learn some of the fundamental skills you’ll need for a job in the
future. Not only can you learn technical skills (different job tasks and duties), but you can also learn soft
skills including:
 Mastering the use of a schedule and the responsibility of being where you need to be when you
need to be there
 Understanding the importance of a work ethic—the expectation that you will work hard and give
the job your best effort
 Polishing your communication skills, from learning to explain problems you may run into to
asking for time off when you need it.
Furthermore, volunteering can help you figure out what you want to do (or not do) in a future job, and you
can put it on your resume. You might make a few new friends too.
Note to parents: Take a step back a bit and begin to let your child figure out this new environment on their
own. Depending on the age and abilities of your child, decide if they can navigate this new environment
entirely on their own or if they may need some support from you. For example, facilitate communication
with a supervisor or show them how to check a schedule, but don’t do it for them. A job coach may also be
helpful as an expert supporter and cheerleader.
4. Recognize your strengths. You have so much to offer employers and your community, you just have to
believe in yourself. Autism does not define you. Understand your gifts, talents, and skills as well as your
challenges, and share them with your employment team so they can best support you. Getting a selfassessment and talking with members of your support team to help identify your strengths are two good ways
to start.
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Note to parents: Continue to provide positive encouragement and highlight their successes. The I’m
Determined project, from the Virginia Department of Education, put out a toolbox of resources for parents to
help build their children’s self-determination skills.
Growing up and becoming independent isn’t easy. There’s a lot to learn and it’s never a seamless process for
anyone. However, by learning as much as you can now about what is to come, you have every opportunity to
become an independent, successful adult. The keys are thinking ahead, learning independence early, and being
confident in yourself. If you can do those things, you may find your inevitable jump off of the cliff lands you in a
great new place called adulthood.
Reprinted from: www.hiringautism.org
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BLOG REVIEW: Maranda Russell
https://marandarussell.com/
By: Anne Carpenter

Maranda Russell is a woman who has been diagnosed with both ASD and Bipolar Disorder-her particular diagnosis
is Bipolar II, a less severe form of the disorder than Bipolar I. Bipolar II involves fewer extreme cycles of
depression and mania than Bipolar I, though one still needs to take medication.

Maranda Russell combines poetry, prose and her own artwork to create a charming and honest blog about feeling
lonely, making art trading cards and managing life with a dual diagnosis the best way she can. I found myself liking
the author immensely and wowed by her sheer creativity when she shows off art pieces made of stickers combined
with watercolor and crayon! She also shows us gorgeous pages she has colored in. In addition, this blog is peppered
with numerous YouTube videos of her thoughts on Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, Bipolar Disorder, her experience in
the hospital and what she learned, and so much more! The combination of YouTube videos, artwork that
accompanies all of the written entries, poetry and prose, make for a very rich experience and you feel as though you
can really get to know Maranda, it’s almost like meeting her in person.

Maranda’s thoughts are profound, yet she has a childlike side to her with her love of collecting little toys and all of
the color splashed throughout the blog. Watching the videos of her art trading cards is like being back in
Kindergarten Show and Tell, my favorite part of Kindergarten! This combination of media also gives the reader an
insight as to what it might be like to be on the autism spectrum and have Bipolar II as the combination of ASD and
hypomania does allow for creative juices to flow. Interspersed with the gorgeous artwork and moving poetry are
posts describing her depressive episodes, along with suicidal ideation-this may seem jarring to the reader but these
posts are few and far between and offer some balance to what otherwise might be seen as a candy-coated view of
ASD.

I loved the generally upbeat and positive tone of the blog and one can’t help but be delighted by the author’s desire
to keep that sense of wonder and joy alive, in the face of great odds, including Bipolar disorder. I thoroughly
enjoyed this blog! TITLE: Your Special Education Rights: What Your School District Isn’t Telling You
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TITLE: Your Special Education Rights: What Your School District Isn’t Telling You
AUTHOR: Laviano, Jennifer and Swanson, Julie
SUBJECT AREA: Special Education-IEP
PUBLISHER: Skyhorse Publishing
PUBLICATION DATE: 2017
NUMBER OF PAGES: 204
BY: Anne Carpenter
As more and more children are diagnosed with ASD and go to school with typically developing peers, there will be
more IEPs done but many of them won’t be done optimally to meet the needs of each individual student. There are
any number of reasons for this but one thing is for sure-there are many frustrated and angry parents out there!
Fortunately, Jennifer Laviano and Julie Swanson, both attorneys who developed a close friendship, have come to the
rescue with their new book, Your Special Education Rights: What Your School District Isn’t Telling You and as the
authors point out early on in the book, schools aren’t keeping parents in the loop. The early chapters are some of the
most important ones in this easy to read but eye-opening book and they discuss reasons that parents are often kept in
the dark. Such reasons as an education director who doesn’t know the parents, money (a huge factor, it turns out!),
keeping teachers’ jobs intact and possible political reasons such as disagreements on philosophy and teaching
practice. These can get in the way of an effective IEP and the authors spare no details in letting parents know just
exactly what they’re in for, in what seems like a veritable lion’s den.
Other factors may include a lack of training about ASD among school personnel and complaints about a child from
other parents also come into play and the authors describe all these in clear, language that is free of jargon.
The second part of this book describes action steps that parents can take to bring about change, albeit difficult. These
include ways to advocate for one’s child, dealing with school personnel and administrators and myths about the IEP
process itself which often trip up unsuspecting parents making them more vulnerable.
I can’t think of a more valuable IEP resource than this one-every parent should have this book handy to prepare for
any eventuality and to better understand the IEP process itself before trouble ensues!
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French Toast in a Mug
French toast in a Mug is quick and easy breakfast that will be a new family favorite. It only takes on
dish and is ready in 5 minutes! Your kids will beg for it!
Author: Jennifer Fishkind , www.pinkyprincess.com

Ingredients:










1 piece buttered bread we used challah and I would totally recommend if you have it
1/4 cup milk
1 egg
2 tablespoons syrup
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
a pinch of salt
1 tablespoon of chocolate chips we used mini chocolate chips which melted really nicely
Powdered sugar (optional)
Cinnamon sugar (optional)

Instructions:









In your microwavable mug, mix together the egg, milk, syrup, cinnamon and salt until all combined
Cut your bread into square bit sized pieces
Add the bread to the mug and press them down so they are submerged within the liquid
Add the chocolate chips to the mug and give a little stir to incorporate them in the mixture
Sprinkle the optional cinnamon sugar on top
Microwave for a total of 2 minutes stopping every 30 seconds (count to ten and start again - this is so it
doesn't explode in your microwave)
Let cool for about 1-2 minutes
Sprinkle powdered sugar on top
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TITLE: The Asperger Teen’s Toolkit
AUTHOR: Musgrave, Francis
SUBJECT AREA: Autism Spectrum Disorder-Adolescence-Life Skills
PUBLISHER: Jessica Kingsley Publishers
PUBLICATION DATE: 2017
NUMBER OF PAGES: 136
BY: Anne Carpenter
More and more adults are being diagnosed with ASD every day and there is more interest in supporting their needs
and helping them to live more successful lives. What about teenagers with ASD? This is a group that may still be
waiting for help and for answers as to how to go about the challenges that adolescence brings. These challenges
include dating and sexuality, getting a job after school, making friends, sports and after-school activities, studies and
grades, and so on.
There have been few roadmaps to guide teens with ASD along the way. Francis Musgrave’s new book,
The Asperger Teen’s Toolkit, strives to do just that by providing the middle school reader with a set of tools to help
them navigate difficult areas of life.
The author outlines a set of six tools: Inner Power, Positive Attitude, Emotional Control, Bouncing Back, Human
Connection and Self-Care. Each tool represents an important aspect of managing life’s ups and downs and each has
its own recognizable symbol. Starting out with Relationships, including gender identity, sexuality and dating, the
author covers such topics as bullying and working with social media. This is all in Part I: Relationships.
In Part II: Well-Being, the author discusses brain development in adolescence, depression, managing anger and
stress, drug and alcohol use, self-harm, and eating the right kinds of food. Part III: Interests, covers the value of pets,
music and drama, managing money wisely and the common problem of video game obsession. After each chapter,
there is the set of six tools, each one of them corresponding to the topic at hand and offering its own special way of
dealing with the specific topic. Some of the chapters have additional tools, as well.
The illustrations are cute as a button but may seem childish to some readers. At first, the book seemed a bit
condescending but as I went on I changed my mind and found many of the suggestions and tools very helpful. This
could be a helpful book for young adults with ASD and I liked the emphasis on positive thinking and using concrete
tools to get things done.
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Special Thanks To:
In Honor of Leslie & Mark Baron’s Wedding:
Walter & Edith Jacques
In Memory of Charles Boom:
Brian Coles
David & Jennifer Elenbaas
Donald & Deborah Ferguson
Kenneth & Wenda Fore
Mr. & Mrs. Wayne Riha
V. Sunny Sjaarda
Robert & Dolores Swart
Arlene Wiseman
Woodcrest Circle Condominium Association
In Memory of Patricia Brooks:
Christine Hopple
Bethany & James Lindner
George & Patricia Wilbur
The Wilbur Family
In Memory of Sue Carpenter:
Barb Myers
Michelle Ungerman
The Valenti Family
In Memory of William & Donna Collins:
The Trust of William & Donna Collins
In Memory of Ilene Devine:
Garey & Karen Merchant
In Memory of Craig Deutsch:
Paul & Debra Homrich
Janice Johnson
Jennie Van Wagoner
In Memory of Goldie Jones:
Freda Hemmesch
Karen Wilhelm
In Memory of Levett Martin:
Diane Martin
In Memory of Erick Strand:
Erv & Donna Ashby
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Baier
Thomas Noyes
Michele & Bob Primeau
John Weber
General Donations:
David Brow
Eaton County Association O.E.S.
Suzanne Erbes
Frank Gaddy
Richard & Carol Haines
Ann Sanderson

Those Who Donated Through:
Accenture LLP
Allstate Giving Campaign
Ally Financial, Inc.
AT&T Giving Program
Benevity
Citizens Charitable Foundation
JCPenney Change for Better Campaign
KPMG Community Giving Campaign
Network for Good
TRUiST
YourCause, LLC
United Way Donations:
Capital Area United Way
Livingston United Way
United Way of Greater Kansas City
United Way of Greater Milwaukee & Waukesha Co.
United Way of Greater Portland
United Way of Metropolitan Dallas
United Way of NW Michigan
United Way of Rhode Island
United Way of Southeast Michigan
Washtenaw United Way
Membership Renewals:
Ann Arbor Academy
Scott Baszewski
Richard & Robert Bazzy
Joseph & Darlene Dawood
Tom Emerson
Stephen Gulyas
Sue Judd
Steven Novison
Barbara Olszewski
Nate Pamerleau
Rochelle Ranta
Todd & Tammy Ryan
Ann Sanderson
Mark & Paula Saunders
Marion Smith
Luke & Merling Tsai
Barbara Yakes
New Members:
James Grogan
Amanda Klimek
Gerald Roose
In-Kind Donations:
AAPC Publishing
Future Horizons
Jessica Kingsley Publishers
Skyhorse Publishing

